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RM #19-07
Action regarding Economic Development, Debt Management, Spending and
Investment and Real Estate Policies

I. Proposed Action

Administration recommends the Board of Trustees (BUT):

A. Approve the Economic Development Policy, noting that Administration will return with the
implementation procedures for Board action;

B. Approve the Debt Management Policy, noting that Administration will return with the
implementation procedures for Board action;

C. Acknowledge the Spending Policy language and the existing Native Hawaiian Trust Fund
(NHTF) Spending Policy, as Amended, noting Administration will return with a consolidated
policy document for Board action; and

D. Acknowledge the Investment and Real Estate Policy language and the existing NHTF
Investment and Real Estate Vision, Mission, and Strategy policies, noting Administration
will return with consolidated policy document(s) for Board action.

II. Issue

Whether the BUT should take action on the four policies associated with the Fiscal Sustainability
Plan (FSP): Economic Development, Debt Management, Spending and Investment and Real
Estate.

III. Background1 and Context

Overview. In 2016 OHA understood the need to become fiscally sustainable. Fiscal
sustainability was defined as the ability of a government or government agency to sustain its
current rate of spending, revenue and other policies in the long run. To do this, OHA needed to
change the way it operated and therefore began implementing the Fiscal Sustainability Plan
(“FSP”). To propel OHA’s progress in these efforts, the Committee formed five work groups
representing the BUT, OHA Administration, and staff experts to address five main areas that
may pose risks to OHA’s fiscal sustainability. The five areas were: spending policy, pension
benefits, legal and taxable structure, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, and real estate
investment.

Source: fiscal Year 2018-2019 Summary, Next Steps Checklist, May 2019, transmitted via letter dated May 15, 2019.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is confidential to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (“OHA”) and may not be disclosed
without the express written consent of OHA Board of Trustee (“BOT”) Chair, Resource Management (“RM”) Committee
Chair, OHA executive management, and Spire Hawai’i LLP (“Spire”). This information is intended solely forthe use ofOHA and
is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone other than OHA. This report should not be used for any other purposes or
reproduced in any form that is inconsistent with its intent or is not authorized. Ifyou are not authorized, please note that the use,
further transmission, or disclosure of the contents of this report is strictly prohibited. Under the standards promulgated by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”), Spire considers all material confidential. However, we deferto
OHAcounselontheissue of whether any material is subject to disclosure under Statelaw.
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Each group started by
conducting a risk assessment,
and analyzing the risks that

___________

may prevent OHA from
achieving its objectives in
each area. The work groups
developed suggested action
steps to implement the
changes in OHA operations,

__________________________

organization, and
management reporting
needed to address these risks,

__________________________

and discussed the pros and
cons of each suggestion. The
working groups were

precedent-setting, and marked the first time the Board and the Administrative engaged in
intensive collaboration. The participants overwhelmingly endorsed the working group effort as
innovative and satisfying. Due to resource constraints the work groups had their last meetings in
December 2017, however, it is important to note the important tasks identified by the groups that
have not been completed.

In response to the State Auditor, OHA stated that it would “[h]ave the FSP Working Groups
continue to: (a) develop and narrow down possible solutions, (b) meet with key stakeholders for
input, (3) develop long- and short- terms plans that identify the monetary sources and staffing
needs for implementation, and assess the risks of potential challenges and how to address them.
More specifically, the Spending policy working group will recommend clearer definitions,
purposes, and procedures; specifics for periodic policy review; alignment with budget planning; a
maximum cap; and appropriate spending rate. The Spending Policy and Real Estate working
groups will discuss improvements to the IPS and consideration of an investment policy that would
apply to real estate investments.”

Even if the working groups are currently inactive, it is essential that the tasks they identified be
completed to fulfill this commitment to the Auditor. Given the prospective audit schedule, it is
important that significant progress be made within the next six to 12 months. (Note: The Audit
Analysis consists of estimates for the timing of potential audits in the future, summaries of the
State Auditor’s findings, summaries of the State Auditor’s recommendations for action by the
Board and the Administration and OHA’s commitments for action, as stated in the Auditee
Response.)

Working Groups. The following section describes the objectives of each working group, the
short- and long-term tasks identified by each group, the support provided by Spire to the group
and what needs to be done (next steps) in order to address the working group tasks. the next steps
are presented in table form. Each table has “objectives” that are relatively broad, and specific
“items” within the scope of the objective. The tables enable each item to be checked off as it is

Real Estate
Investment

Working Group

Spending Policy
Working GroupFiscal

Sustainability
- Plan

Pension Benefits
Working Group

Legal and Taxable

L Structure Working
Group
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RM #19-07
Action regarding Economic Development, Debt Management, Spending and
Investment and Real Estate Policies

completed. There is also an “objective” check off that can be marked once all items have been
completed. (Note: This is not intended as an exhaustive checklist, as other items that need to be
completed may be identified during implementation.)

Real Estate Investment Working Group. Objective of the working group: To (1) establish a
robust real estate management and investment plan, (2) create optimal organizational structures
and real estate system and (3) formulate recommendations for proactive action, if necessary.

Short- and long-term tasks identified by the working group:

Short-term: Hold workshop for trustees re: alternative business forms for real property
development

Long-term: Develop policies that support real estate investment

Work completed by the working group: The group discussed the current state of OHA’s asset
management. It also discussed the need for a board workshop to (1) provide the status of current
development projects, (2) explain the present and potential obstacles to development, (3) obtain
board input about critical issues, such as timeline and governance (use of LLCs, board involvement
in project execution).

Spendiitg Policy Working Group. Objective of the working group: The purpose of this work
group was to review OHA’s Spending Policy (including the Fiscal Reserve Guidelines) and other
OHA fiscal policies to identify changes that need to be made to address present and future needs.

Short- and long-term tasks identified by the working group:

Short-term:
1. Revise spending policy and fiscal reserve guidelines to address audit findings
2. Determine appropriate spending rate formula to serve OHA objectives

Long-term:
1. Revise IPS and HDAP to accommodate present and future investment strategies, present

to BOT for adoption
2. Develop spending and debt policies applicable to real estate investments and OHA
operations

Work completed by working group: The group researched and discussed policy and legal issues
to be considered by OHA, so that it can operate within the State structure while it retains its
autonomy, ability to form entities, and manages its funds. These discussions included:

• Potential legislative changes that could be made to provide OHA greater autonomy, based
on statutory autonomy and exemptions enjoyed by other semi-autonomous agencies of the
State (UH, HCDA, HTDC).

• Methodology for separating the core and non-core functions of OHA and discussion about
whether different funding and withdrawal rules should apply to each.

4
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Analysis of the fiscal reserve the State Auditor’s findings concerning it, and how it could
be revised to address the audit findings.

Legal and Taxable Structure Working Group. Objective of the working group: The objective of
the working group was to identify the optimal legal and reporting structure of OHA’s business
development functions.

Short- and long-term tasks identified by the working group:

Short-term: Refine Decision Matrix and Decision Tree with the assistance of legal counsel,
present to the RM Committee/BOT for adoption as decision making tools

Long-term: Develop guidance regarding OHA’s role (funder v. intermediary v. direct
services) to guide strategic planning and OHA operations (such as for budgeting
and spending)

Work completed by the working group: The group discussed OHA’s future needs for LLCs
or other business forms, defined foundational principles OHA should consider when using
business forms, drafted a decision tree and matrix and drafted subsidiary plan guidelines.

Pension Benefits Working Group. Objectives of the working group: The purposes of this
working group were to verify the accuracy of OHA’s pension liability and conduct discussions
with Budget and Finance (B&f) and Employee Retirement System (ERS) to adjust any
discrepancies and determine if OHA can moderate the pace of future increases.

Short- and long-term tasks identified by the working group:

Short-term: Formulate legislative proposals for 201$

Long-term: Analyze pension and benefit costs, develop recommendations (as appropriate),
present recommendations to Administration and RM Committee/BOT (as
appropriate)

Work completed by the working group: The group discussed legislative strategy, provided
assessments on the EUTF’s ability/inability to quantify OHA obligations and developed initial
information requests that were sent to the EUTF.

DHHL Working Group. Objectives of the working group: The purposes of this working group
were to identify the likely solutions to resolve issues in the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
(DHHL) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), identify the likely scenarios to refinance the annual
cash payment obligation and formulate recommendations for proactive action, if any.
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Short- and long-term tasks identified by the working group:

Short-term: Identify deliverables with DHHL, implement recommendations for improved
oversight

Long-term: Develop debt policy and standards for incurring long-term obligations

Work completed by working group: Discussed the status of the DHHL and OHA MOA. Since
the OHA internal legal opinion stated that nothing could be done regarding the MOU, the working
group terminated further discussion. However, the group recommended consideration of a debt
policy to prevent future agreements like the MOA.

IV. Policy Review and Analysis2

Overview. During this fiscal year, Spire developed policies concerning the following subjects in
response to needs identified by OHA as necessary in mission-critical areas and conducted
workshops and other training regarding the policies. The policies were:

• Spending
• Debt Management
• Investment and Commercial Real Estate
• Economic Development
• Fiscal Stabilization

These policy revisions have the following long-term objective of proposing a distinct potential
direction for OHA as an organization as it relates to who it is:

• A primary State agency that provides services and programs to Native Hawaiians (HR$
Chapter 10-3)

• A semi-autonomous State agency which relies on self-funding (Legislative opinion)
• A State agency to assist Native Hawaiians in the pursuit of sovereignty and self-

governance (Act 195).

Copies of the policies, with the exception of Fiscal Stabilization, are found at Attachments 1 to 4.

2 Fiscal Year 2018-2019 Summary, Next Steps Checklist, May 2019, transmitted via letter dated May 15, 2019.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is confidential to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (“OHA”) and may not be disclosed
without the express written consent of OHA Board of Trustee (“BOT”) Chair, Resource Management (“RM”) Committee
Chair, OHA executive management, and Spire Hawai ‘ i LLP (“Spire”). This information is intended solely forthe use ofOHA and
is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone other than OHA. This report should not be used for any other purposes or
reproduced in any form that is inconsistent with its intent or is not authorized. lfyou are not authorized, please note that the use,
further transmission, or disclosure of the contents of this report is strictly prohibited. Under the standards promulgated by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”), Spire considers all material confidential. However, we deferto
OHA counsel onthe issue of whether any material is subject to disclosure under Statelaw.
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Board Governance Framework. In January 2019, the
Board approved the formation of a permitted interaction
group (PIG) to: Investigate various elements of
governance frameworks and models, including but not
limited to cultural, indigenous, native, national and
international contexts. In April 2019, the Board
approved the PIG’s recommendation to approve the five
elements of 01-IA’s Board Governance Framework: 1)
Identity; 2) Values and Mana; 3) Statutory Basis; 4)
Policies; and 5) Supporting Documents and Practices
(Operations).

Element 1) Identity is expanded below and illustrates the
dual nature of identity and the related impact to policies.

Ek’t 1 btelity H&üiilti Lthui A h—ToR eB LIii. A Aicv with th
rpibilry 113 t Thit, that itifiId 1Th imilrly AII Ths [1] with I1ii
,irlthI4 ipvi13g wi4ofw 1ti [2], 5ici, ii i’ iod m th 113lu, E

l,,ivc th hait of cnf1v th1dnd d vnrJ; ciieL ôl1o
noi 369 [3]. OHA idty i 1øptbd di OAkIw it dd F1C 1H1TwiL

ASeAgemv

AnKP

Acr

Moratorium on Fiscal Reserve Spending, RM 18-03 Al .pdf, February 201$

As of February 201$, the BOT placed a moratorium on the use of the Fiscal Reserve3

By-Laws

Policies

Supporting
Documents, Practices

LZ

I 4

ClMp 10

itb tb
bIIty tO
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Fli1hl of Twit polici
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Economic Development Policy. The purpose of this Economic Development Policy (“Policy”) is to
ensure that revenue enhancement and other economic development projects undertaken by the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs (“OHA”) are conducted in a manner consistent with best practices and aligned with
OHA’s long-term strategies and current conditions.

Defines purpose for debt—Section III

• Defines debt—Section II

Does not allow debt that is more than needed.
and requires the debt to be secured as close to
the date of expenditure as possible

Requires debt to improve net worth or generate
value, including cultural value

Prohibits debt without a repayment solution,
requires debt to be taken against an asset only
for financial gain, requires due dIligence prior to
Issuing debt

Requires debt study every two years

RequIres administration to develop procedures
to implement policy

Economic Development Policy

Requires Administration to develop policies
for analyongand selecting economic
development projects

Requires Admlntstrationto develop
performance standards for staff and
consultants, and define permlsslblsand
Impermissible projects

Requires the Administration to develop
criteria for selecting operating structures
(such as LLCs and partnership(

• Requires Administration to develop policies
for analyzing and selecting economic
development projects

• Requires Administration to develop
performance standards for staff and consultants,
and define permissible and impermissible
projects

• Requires the Administration to develop
criteria for selecting operating structures (such as
LLCs and partnership)

It is the policy of the Board to ensure the
development of procedures for selecting

splre economic development projects and the
operating structures for the projects that reflect

cultural priorities and current economic conditions. The Board believes that documented
procedures are important to ensure consistency within OHA regarding the use of land,
cultural assets and other resources, and OHA’s expectations for business conduct.
Additionally, the principles reflected in the procedures can be incorporated in
development and other economic development agreements, enabling projects that are
developed will be consistent with OHA’s needs and priorities.

Debt Management Policy

A lack of due diligence, a lack of
standards and a lack of criteria
result may occur when there is no
clear policy.

Because this is a new policy,
implementation procedures are
provided to effect this policy’s
launch.

Debt Management Policy.

OHA shall not incur debt that is
more than necessary to fund the
OHA project or purpose for which
the issuance was approved and any
associated financing costs. Debt
proceeds should be secured as
close to the date of expenditure as

sp’fre

$
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Requires the Ad netration to develop
procedures to identify and prkxitiuing
projects and programs an core and non
core

DIfferentiates spending from withdrawal

Requires the Administration to implement
cost center budgeting

• OHA should not issue debt that it
cannot repay or that causes it to
incur undue financial risk. OHA
should not take on debt without a
repayment solution that is
consistent with its spending and
withdrawal policies and its
budget.

• Debt should be taken against an
asset only for a financial gain.
Prior to incurring debt, OHA must
consider financial alternatives
where its assets and portfolio are
not totally at risk. OHA should
leverage its assets wisely by using
debt strategically and prudently.

Revisions to Spending Policy

possible, unless there are practical reasons
to issue sooner, in which cases such reasons
should be documented and approved by the
Board.

• Defines purpose for debt

• Defines debt

• Does not allow debt that is more than
needed, and requires the debt to be secured
as close to the date of expenditure as
possible

• Requires debt to improve net worth
or generate value, including cultural value

spire • Prohibits debt without a repayment
solution, requires debt to be taken against

an asset only for financial gain, requires due diligence prior to issuing debt

• Requires debt study every two years

• Requires administration to develop procedures to implement policy

Revisions to the Spending Policy

It.pcfoyuftheardfhadethpecrihze and m ow,sOeedhg GISA nIteependth for
by awl Cm, pand for nan-core fumbcare (not requtred by w out related to OftAs ethafon

oçrove and mrnlcth beneitrlariet). OIIAS Spenr*,g Poley ranfoives are reqwred became are twa rpes uf
twc5onu reqare &ferenf tcCbev and sasting noorres

Preiher. iIISA ehwdd mernent cast newer teportotg to ideetify the costs fostered at the manlce and actowy fomi. for
bettermanaaemeet of 5ninal resotesen budgetrng and reportth

A Contusion slenwinng from
commingling of public funds
and privetaftiods

tt Public distrust of 01-IA
spending ecdinties

Unstructured spending
decorons

sp’ire

• A rigorous due diligence analysis should be conducted prior to issuance of debt, including
impact of future budgets, sufficiency of revenues dedicated to debt service or operating costs
of capital assets, and impact on ability to provide future services.

A lack of repayment plans and dedication of funds, use of debt to cover operational costs and lack of
diligence required to assume debt may occur when there is no clear policy.

Because this is a new policy, implementation procedures are provided to effect this policy’s launch.
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Separates management of commerciel
real estate from financia’ securities

Requires development of a blended
rate and regular updating of the rate

Establishes a real e5tate advisory
—s committee (HDlPcommittee)

Spending Policy. It is the policy of
the Board that, in order to prioritize and
manage its own spending, OHA must
differentiate spending for core functions
(required by law) from spending for non-
core functions (not required by law, but
related to OHA’s mission of improving
and servicing beneficiaries).

OHA’s Spending Policy revisions are
required because the two types of
functions require different priorities and
funding sources. Further, OHA should
implement cost center reporting to
identify the costs incurred at the service
and activity level, for better management
of financial resources, budgeting and
reporting.

Investment and Real Estate Policy. The purposes of this policy are to (1) ensure that real estate assets
and equity interests of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (“OHA”) are managed differently from its
financial security assets, (2) establish a process for setting
an appropriate and achievable blended return goal for
finanCial security assets, real estate assets, and other assets,
(3) establish a real estate advisory committee to provide
real estate expertise, and (4) direct Ka Pouhana to propose
robust policies and procedures to manage the real estate and
equity interest portfolio with the assistance of the real estate
advisory committee and other experts. The rationale for
each purpose is summarized below. OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

NATIVE HAWAIIAN TRUST FUND
SPENDING POLICY, AS AMENDED

Adopted by the Board ofireattea, Sep(eber 15,2004
Amended and adapted by the Beard ofTruntoet on Jity 6,2006

Amedtd and adapted by the Beard atTrnntoee en May21. 2009
Reviewed with no mndlflcatlaan by the Beard ofTendam O0 Apr16 10, 2012

Amended and adopted by thi Board olTrnmieeaan Pebmry 21,2024

Investment Policy Changes and Real Estate Policy

—

.7

Requires the Administration to develop
a robust real estate policy

Requires the Administration to develop
criteria for equity investments

spire

OFFiCE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

The existing Native Hawaiian Trust Fund Spending Policy,
as amended, will need to be combined, aligned, harmonized
and edited to produce a new document for Board action.

10
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It is the policy of the Board that OHA’s
investment policy be modified to
include the following attributes: kvestnientPoIkyChans and Real Estate Pol

The aepcae ci thia 4icy are to I) ensere thai real estate Sasela and equity rtereote of the Office of Hawetan• Separates management of Atiafra ORk mged fferently h-en, thiancal necority asoeto, (2) entabtoh prncesn for sethng an
asd achievable blended etwn goal for tralaJ nectary anneta, real estate assets, and other assets, ()commercial real estate from estatsb a real estate adabory committee to provIde real estate eepmiiee, and (4) threct Ka Pouhasa to prcçose

robust poies and edwes to manage the real estate and equity interest portfolio sitfo the assnetance of the realfinancial securities, estate advIsory crerlitlee and other erpents. The radonate for each purpose is summarized below,

• Requires development of a p° OWs aseatment pohcy be nodded to liwhsde the foulcwrng

blended rate and regular A
J4 APPtn the same

from the ferancial securIty assets fl1t Stfatttgy to atupuating 01 te rate,
B an ap9ropctate and tYPes of assets

adaeeabio blended rattan goal for
• Establishes a real estate advisory fimaictal secusty assets, real estate

Usaet, and other assets — Reliance on fInancIal asset
committee (HDIP committee); war as aWait real estate ! 4 performance on buldlng

advisory cocrtaItee

Requires the Administration to . oevete a robust real estate plari

develop a robust real estate Making decisions without
the correclleel opolicy; and experience

• Requires the Administration to

_______ _______________________________________________

develop criteria for equity spire
investments.

Without the proposed changes to established policy, applying the same investment strategy to all
types of assets, reliance on financial asset performance on building value and making decisions
without the correct level of experience poses challenges to the implementation of existing policy.

o The existing Real Estate Vision, Mission and Strategy
Policy, will need to be combined, aligned, harmonized and
edited to produce a new document for Board action.

OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

REAL ESTATE VISION, MISSION,
) AND STRATEGY POLICY

Th Rr.db,e, 51 17, tOn
S.r.d Redi,e, Jr é, tOOt
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The existing Native Hawaiian Trust Fund
Investment Policy Statement will need to
be combined, aligned, harmonized and
edited to produce a new document for
Board action.

OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

NATIVE HAWAIIAN TRUST FUND
INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT

Adopted by the Board of Trustees, August 24, 2017
Effective October 1, 2017

IV. Certification of Funding Availability

N/A — no funding required for action item.

V. Recommended Action(s)

Administration recommends the Board of Trustees (BOT):

A. Approve the Economic Development Policy, noting that Administration will return with the
implementation procedures for Board action;

B. Approve the Debt Management Policy, noting that Administration will return with the
implementation procedures for Board action;

C. Acknowledge the Spending Policy language and the existing Native Hawaiian Trust Fund
(NHTF) Spending Policy, as Amended, noting Administration will return with a consolidated
policy document for Board action; and

D. Acknowledge the Investment and Real Estate Policy language and the existing NHTF
Investment and Real Estate Vision, Mission. and Strategy policies, noting Administration
will return with consolidated policy document(s) for Board action.

12
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VI. Alternatives

Take no action.

VII. Time Frame

This action shall be effective immediately upon approval by the BOT.

VIII. Attachments
1. Economic Development Policy
2. Debt Management Policy
3. Spending Policy
4. Investment and Real Estate Policy

13
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Attachment #1

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Economic Development Policy (“Policy”) is to ensure that revenue enhancement
and other economic development projects undertaken by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (“01-IA”)
are conducted in a manner consistent with best practices and aligned with OHA’s long-term strategies
and current conditions.

II. POLICY

It is the policy of the Board to ensure the development of procedures for selecting economic
development projects and the operating structures for the projects that reflect cultural priorities and
current economic conditions. The Board believes that documented procedures are important to
ensure consistency within 01-IA regarding the use of land, cultural assets and other resources, and
01-LA’s expectations for business conduct. Additionally, the principles reflected in the procedures can
be incorporated in development and other economic development agreements, enabling projects that
are developed will be consistent with OHA’s needs and priorities.

III. SCOPE & AUTHORITY

The projects covered by this Policy are all projects intended to increase the value of OHA assets,
generate additional revenues, or achieve cultural and socio-economic priorities. Ka Pouhana is
delegated the authority to develop the procedures necessary to implement this Policy. Nothing in this
delegation is intended to diminish the approval authority of the Board as stated in the State
Constitution, State law, or other 01-IA policies and procedures.

IV. PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE POLICY

Ka Pouhana shall develop, for approval by the Board, procedures regarding economic development
projects which shall be congruent with this Policy. The procedures shall model best practices and
must address, at a minimum:

1. Procedures for analyzing and selecting economic development projects, including the
requirements for the due diligence analysis and process prior to selecting the projects, the
process for requesting approval by the Board, and reporting requirements to the Board.

2. Performance standards for OHA staff and external consultants, managers, or advisors.
3. Permissible/impermissible projects, if any.
4. Criteria for assessing different operating structures for the projects, including the evaluation

criteria for selecting structures (such as LLCs and partnerships) so that diverse factors such
as risk to 01-IA, control by 01-IA, and revenue potential can be weighed to achieve a
structure that best fits 01-IA’s needs.

The procedures shall detail how the policy principles will be implemented - what will be done, what
resources will be used and what results will be expected.

14
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Attachment #1

V. EXCEPTIONS TO THE POLICY

While adherence to this Policy is required in applicable circumstances, changes in the capital markets,
programs and other unforeseen circumstances may produce situations that are not covered by the
Policy or require modifications or exceptions to achieve Policy goals. In these cases, the Board may
consider and approve exceptions to provisions within this Policy. When a request for exception is
made to the Board, a memo detailing the rationale for any exception to the Policy must be submitted
to the Board.
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Attachment #2

DEBT MANAGEMENT POLICY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Debt Management Policy (“Policy”) is to ensure that all debt issuances undertaken
by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (“01-IA”) are completed in an efficient manner and in accordance
with best practices.

II. POLICY

It is the policy of the Board to adhere to prudent financial management practices and commit to long-
term capital and financial planning. This Policy will enable OHA to foster consistency and optimize
the use of its limited resources to meet its long-term capital needs.

OHA believes that debt is an equitable means of financing projects and represents an important means
of meeting fiscal responsibilities. Adherence to a policy is essential to ensure that Of-IA maintains a
sound debt position and protects the credit quality of its obligations.

OHA intends to use debt efficiently to maximize the delivery of projects within acceptable levels of
risk, balancing obtaining the best possible credit ratings, minimizing interest costs, and optimizing
future flexibthtv.
A. Purpose of Debt

OHA shall not incur debt that is more than necessary to fund the Of-IA project or purpose for
which the issuance was approved and any associated fmancing costs. Debt proceeds should be
secured as close to the date of expenditure as possible, unless there are practical reasons to issue
sooner, in which cases such reasons should be documented and approved by the Board.

Debt should improve OHA’s net worth or help to generate value, including cultural value.
Additionally:

1. 01-IA should not issue debt that it cannot repay or that causes it to incur undue financial
risk. Of-IA should not take on debt without a repayment solution that is consistent with
its spending and withdrawal policies and its budget.

2. Debt should be taken against an asset only for a financial gain. Prior to incurring debt,
Of-IA must consider financial alternatives where its assets and portfolio are not totally at
risk. 01-IA should leverage its assets wisely by using debt strategically and prudently.

3. A rigorous due diligence analysis should be conducted prior to issuance of debt, including
impact of future budgets, sufficiency of revenues dedicated to debt service or operating
costs of capital assets, and impact on ability to provide future services.

B. Financial and Credit Limitations
In addition to legal limitations, financial and credit limitations must also be considered, such as
target coverage levels and credit ratings goals, before issuing new debt. In conjunction with this
Policy, OHA will undertake a Debt Affordability Study (“Study”) every two years to optimize the
use of limited debt capacity while meeting public spending goals and to ensure the prudent use of
debt and to preserve enough future debt capacity. The Study analyzes the OHA’s debt profiles
and presents relevant financial metrics to assess debt affordability. Before the issuance of any new
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debt, the analysis and recommendations of the most recent Study should be considered. The
financial and credit impact of new debt must be evaluated, in order that 01-IA will not issue debt
that it cannot repay or that causes it to incur undue fmancial risk.

III. SCOPE & AUTHORITY

The debt covered by this Policy is as defined in GASB Statement 88, namely: “[F]or this purpose, debt
is defined as a liability that arises from a contractual obligation to pay cash (or other assets that may
be used in lieu of cash) in one or more payments to settle an amount that is fixed at the date the
contractual obligation is established.” Debt includes, but is not limited to, issuances under Hawai’i
Revised Statutes (“HRS”) sections 10-22 and 10-23.
Nothing in in this Policy is intended to supersede the requirements of State or federal law, including
Article VII, sections 12 and 13 of the State Constitution, F-IRS sections 13(2) and 10-36, and HRS
chapter 10, part II.
All debt is to be issued pursuant to the provisions, restrictions and limitations of the State Constitution,
the HRS, the applicable provisions of the State of Hawai’i Debt Management Policy, applicable federal
law, and other mandatory requirements.

IV. PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE POLICY

Ka Pouhana shall develop, for review by the Board, procedures regarding debt which shall be
congruent with this Policy. The procedures shall model best practices for issuing debt. The
pnxeduts must addiess, at a minimum

1, Procedures for incurring and managing debt, including the requirements for the due diligence
analysis and process prior to incurring debt, the process for requesting approval by the Board,
and reporting requirements to the Board

2. Performance standards for 01-IA staff and external consultants, managers, or advisors

3. Permissible/impermissible forms of debt

The procedures shall detail how the policy principles will be implemented - what will be done,
what resources will be used and what results will be expected.

V. EXCEPTIONS TO THE POLICY

While adherence to this Policy is required in applicable circumstances, changes in the capital markets,
programs and other unforeseen circumstances may produce situations that are not covered by the
Policy or require modifications or exceptions to achieve Policy goals. In these cases, the Board may
consider and approve exceptions to provisions within this Policy. A memo detailing the rationale for
any exception to the Policy must be submitted to the Board.
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SPENDING POLICY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to direct changes to the 01-TA Spending Policy (“Policy”) to effect the
directives in Hawai’i Revised Statutes (“HRS”) sections 10-1(b) and 10-3(3) and (4) and improve its
financial management processes.

II. POLICY

It is the policy of the Board that, in order to prioritize and manage its own spending, 01-TA must
differentiate spending for core functions (required by law) from spending for non-core functions (not
required by law, but related to 01-IA’s mission of improving and servicing beneficiaries). OHA’s
Spending Policy revisions are required because the two types of functions require different priorities
and funding sources.

further, 01-IA should implement cost center reporting to identify the costs incurred at the service and
activity level, for better management of financial resources, budgeting and reporting.

III. AUTHORITY

Ka Pouhana is delegated the authority to develop the proposed Spending Policy revisions and the
procedures necessary to implement the Spending Policy revisions. Nothing in this delegation is
intended to diminish the approval authority of the Board as stated in the State Constitution, State law,
or other 01-IA policies and procedures.

IV. PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE POLICY

Ka Pouliana shall develop, for approval by the Board, proposals to amend the Spending Policy to
accomplish the purposes of this policy. The policies and procedures shall model best practices and
must address, at a minimum:

1. Procedures for defining whether programs and projects are core and non-core programs.
2. Procedures for prioritizing programs and projects based on their classification of core and

non-core.
3. Procedures for implementing and prioritizing programs and projects based on their

classification of core and non-core.
4. Procedures for implementing cost center budgeting and reporting.

The procedures shall detail how the policy principles will be implemented - what will be done, what
resources will be used and what results will be expected.
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INVESTMENT AND REAL ESTATE POLICY

PURPOSE

The purposes of this policy are to (1) ensure that real estate assets and equity interests of the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs (“01-IA”) are managed differently from its financial security assets, (2) establish a
process for setting an appropriate and achievable blended return goal for fmancial security assets, real
estate assets, and other assets, (3) establish a real estate advisory committee to provide real estate
expertise, and (4) direct Ka Pouhana to propose robust policies and procedures to manage the real
estate and equity interest portfolio with the assistance of the real estate advisory committee and other
experts. The rationale for each purpose is summarized below.

II. POLICY

It is the policy of the Board that 01-IA’s investment policy be modified to include the following
attributes:

A. Separate management of the real estate assets and equity interests from the financial
security assets

The Board’s first directive is to separate the management ofreal property and equity interest assets
of the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund (“NHTF”) from the financial securities assets in the NHTF.
Currently, 01-LA has only one investment policy that covers all assets, while best practices promote
individual consideration of asset classes to manage investment risk. The management of real estate
assets is governed by the Hawai’i Direct Investment Policy (“HDIP”), which is a policy that resides
within the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund Investment Policy Statement (“NHTFIPS”). However,
as noted by the State Auditor, the HDIP is not a robust real estate policy. It is also out-of-date,
as it refers to the prospective acquisition of 01-IA headquarters, which has already occurred with
the acquisition of Na Lama Kukui. The transfer of all real property and equity interest assets into
a discrete portfolio with the appropriate policies will result in more effective and efficient
management of these assets. The separation of real estate (including equity interests) from
securities, is consistent with best practices and the Kamehameha Schools’ structure for asset
investment management, which separates real estate from other fmancial assets.

B. Maintain an appropriate and achievable blended return goal for financial security assets,
real estate assets, and other assets

The Board’s second directive is to ensure the 01-IA remrn benchmarks are appropriate, are
regularly reviewed, and are realistic. This purpose addresses the current deficiency that there is no
requirement to regularly update return targets, and that targets are set for assets that have little
potential to generate such remms, like legacy and programmatic lands.

C. Consult with an expert real estate advisory committee

The Board’s third directive is to establish a real estate advisory committee to provide OHA
expertise in real estate matters. The advantages of adding a real estate committee are to provide
OHA with expert real estate guidance, assist the BOT in meeting its fiduciary duties to
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beneficiaries, and improve the quality of analyses when making decisions. The establishment of a
separate committee acknowledges that real estate and fmancial securities assets are not alike and
need to be managed using different expertise.

D. Develop a robust real estate plan

The State Auditor has noted that 01-IA requires a robust real estate plan. The fourth directive is
for 01-IA to require the development of a real estate plan, including guidelines to manage OHA’s
real property portfolio based on best practices, which consider value, purpose, and utilization.

It is contemplated that revisions to the NHTFIPS and the HDIP should be developed as part of
the ongoing review of these policies by the Administration and its attorneys and investment
advisors.

III. SCOPE & AUTHORITY

Ka Pouhana is delegated the authority to develop the procedures necessary to implement this Policy.
Nothing in this delegation is intended to diminish the approval authority of the Board as stated in the
State Constitution, State law, or other 01-IA policies and procedures.

IV. DRAFT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE POLICIES

A. Ka Pouhana, with the assistance of OHA’s attorneys and investment advisors, shall develop
ivisions to the NHTFWS for consideration by the Board to establish: (1) an index-based blended
expected return and (2) a routine procedure to set up to revisit and update the short-term and
long-term return targets and (3) a plan to separate Legacy and Programmatic Lands from Commercial
Lands.

B. Ka Pouhana, with the assistance of OHA’s attorneys and investment advisors, shall develop for
consideration by the Board: (1) other changes in the NHTFIPS or procedures, if any are required
by this action item, and (2) policies and procedures to manage the real estate and equity assets.

C. The policies and procedures for management of OHA’s real estate investments shall be congruent
with 01-IA’s Real Estate Vision, Mission and Strategy (“VM&S”), which state that OHA’s Board and
staff shall model best practices in the stewardship of OHA’s real estate involvements.

D. Ka Pouhana shall develop an updated VM&S for the Board’s consideration, which should be
consistent with OHA’s mission, values, objectives, and resources, and a HDIP Strategic Plan to
guide the implementation of the HDIP’s real estate strategy regarding the acquisition, development,
management, and disposition of 01-IA’s properties.

E. Ka Pouhana shall develop a real estate implementation plan for BOT approval. Together, the policy
and the plan should describe a robust real estate management program. The policy and plan must
address, at a minimum:

1. Debt and spending policies.
2. Investment objectives and priorities.
3. Economic and cultural objectives, including methods for balancing these objectives.
4. Performance standards for 01-IA staff and external consultants, managers, or advisors.
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5. Asset allocation guidelines and portfolio composition targets, if appropriate.
6. Liquidity pool and capital budget.
7. Real estate standards and valuation criteria.
8. Permissible/impermissib]e forms of ownership.
9. Permissible investments.
10. Prohibited investments.
11, Return expectations and leverage guidelines, ifany.

12. Portfolio reporting requirements to the BOT.
13. Approval process and standards for implementhig real estate involvements.
14. Acquisition standards.
15. Confidentiality.
16. Details on how the policy principles will be implemented - what will be done, what resources

will be used and what results are expected.

F. Following BOT approval of the strategic and implementation plan described in D. and E., the Ka
Pouhana and 01-IA Land Assets Paia shall create a Procedures 1\Ianual that further defines the
processes and practices utilized by the 01-IA Staff and Advisors to manage the HDIP consistent
with the policy and program.

G. Ka Pouhana shall develop a plan, structure and procedures for an independent HDIP Investment
Advisory Committee (“IAC”), which shall review the HDIP Strategic Plan and the business plans
for each property, and develop recommendations to the BOT. The Ka Pouhana shall also propose
to the Board the names of members who might serve on the HDIP IAC, for Board consideration.
The proposed HDIP IAC members should (a) share the values of and are committed to 01-IA’s
strategic objectives; (b) understand the OHA Real Estate Vision, Mission and Strategy and agree
with the Strategy and associated policies; (c) can participate confidentially and impartially in
discussions independently of their active real estate involvements; and (d) have experience in real estate
management, investing, and capital budgeting.

H. Ka Pouhana, with the assistance of OHA’s attorneys and investment advisors, shall develop
policies for ORA’s equity investments in Hawai’i businesses (“mission-related investments” or
“MRI”) for considerationby the BOT, and procedures to implement the equity investment policy.
The policies and procedures should address, at a minimum:

i. Purpose/objectives of the investments. The purposes and objectives should be consistent
with the following OHA goals: to further OHA’s strategic plan by making investments with
the potential to create sustainable economic activity for Native Hawallans and, secondarily,
to produce a return that meets or exceeds the designated benchmark return while
maintaining appropriate risk parameters.

ii. The scope of permissible investments, including geographic and other limitations.
iii. Qualifications for MRI, including the type ofbusinesses.
iv. Limitations on the amounts available for investment.
v. Standards.
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